MEETING AGENDA
ND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Title of Meeting: NDDOT Specification Committee Meeting
Date: 07/17/2019

Time: 9:30 AM to 12:30 PM

Location: Quality Inn Bismarck

Meeting Agenda item(s):
−

Old Business
o Concrete Items


Plastic Sheeting for curing concrete



Cast Concrete as side forms



Vibratory Frequency Ranges

o Sign Foundation Concrete
o W-Beam Guardrail Punching
o Portable Rumble Strips (See attachment)
o Water Filled Attenuators
o Barricade Mounted Yield Signs
o Section 430 Asphalt Cutoff Reports
o Digital Sign Printing
o TERO Core crews for traffic control
o Concrete Pavement Joint Sealing requirements (NTPEP testing)
o Gravel Surfacing SP
o Utility Coordination SP
o Centerline Rumble Strip tolerances (See attachment)
−

Supplemental Specification Update

−

Specification Update Schedule/Publication Schedule

−

New Business
o Base nuts for light standards (See attachment)
o Form Removal for structures – Bridge Division
o MASH changes for Temp Traffic Control (see attachment)
o Online Pre-Qualification – Phil Murdoff

o Concrete Aggregate Gradation pay factors (see attachment)
o Concrete Ride Specifications for pavements adjacent to existing roadways (see
attachment)
o Prompt Payment (see attachment)
o Asphalt Mix Temp limits (see attachment)
−

Additional Topics/Discussion

MEMO TO:

Ron Henke
Deputy Director for Engineering

FROM:

Technical Services

DATE:

August 23, 2017

SUBJECT:

Decision Document on Rumble Strip Tolerances

Background
A Construction & Material Coordinator Conference was held on November 23rd and 24th of 2015 in which
the topic of rumble strip tolerances was submitted by the Minot District. Two projects that year had rumble
strip installations that were either not in the correct location or were not cut in a straight line with deviations
of up to 1.5 feet. The full conference agenda item can be found in Appendix A.
It was recommended that ETS develop tolerances and reduced pay factors for out of compliance rumble
strip placement.
Other State DOT Tolerances
11 State DOTs have tolerances for rumble strips. Those tolerances are enforced by either their standard
specifications, standard drawings, or special provisions. See Appendix B for information relating to other
State DOT’s tolerances.
Montana DOT was the only state to incorporate a reduced pay factor. Further correspondence was had
about their tolerances found in Appendix C.
Recommendation
ETS recommends implementing the following rumble strip tolerances and penalties in Table 1.
Table 1
Tolerance
0” to 2” for 500’ lot
2” to 3” for 500’ lot
> 3” for 500’ lot

DOT 1085 (Rev. 12-2013) Decision Document Form Letter

Penalty
None
50% price reduction
Correct as directed

Decision Document
Date 8/23/2017
Appendix A

DOT 1085 (Rev. 12-2013) Decision Document Form Letter

Decision Document
Date 8/23/2017
Appendix B
State
AZ
MI
VT
WV
IA
AK
CalTrans
NE
WY
LA

Spec
928
822
213.01
664.3.2
2548
406
84-8
F-275-6(1027)
418
-

MT

401.03.24

Std Dwg/SP
M-22
R-112-H
HSD-213.01
Addendum/SP
Std Drawing
-

DOT 1085 (Rev. 12-2013) Decision Document Form Letter

Tolerance (transverse)
(+/- 1 in)/100 lf
(+/- 1 in)/100 lf
(+/- 2 in)
(+/- 2 in)
(+/- 2 in) shoulder, (+/- 1 in)CL
(+/- 2in)
(+/- 2in)
(+/- 2in)
(+/- 6 in)
Nothing > than 2" beyond striping into the lane
0.0 to 0.15-foot (0 to 45 mm) in 500 feet (152 m)
0.15 to 0.25-foot (45 to 75 mm) in 500 feet (152 m)
greater than 0.25-foot (75 mm) in 500 feet (152 m)

Penalty/Price Adj
remove and replace
remove and replace
recut
repair or recut
none
50% price red
correct as directed

Decision Document
Date 8/23/2017
Appendix C

DOT 1085 (Rev. 12-2013) Decision Document Form Letter

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Collingwood, Matthew
Ulmer, Eli J.
RE: Rumble Strip Tolerances
Wednesday, August 09, 2017 11:01:45 AM
image001.jpg

CAUTION: This email originated from an outside source. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you know they are safe.
We have not had a complete rejection yet. We considered chip seal and micro-surfacing as a fix for
rumble strips that were too deep. If they are out of alignment I don’t know that you can do much
but fill them in and regrind. In a few weeks I can let you know how well the micro-surfacing option
works.
From: Ulmer, Eli J. [mailto:eulmer@nd.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, August 09, 2017 9:56 AM
To: Collingwood, Matthew <mcollingwood@mt.gov>
Subject: RE: Rumble Strip Tolerances
Matt,
I do have a follow-up question from the last time we emailed each other. Have you ever had a
project where the rumble strips where completely rejected and had to be replaced? And if so, what
was the method used to replace those out of tolerance rumble strips?
Thanks again.
From: Collingwood, Matthew [mailto:mcollingwood@mt.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 30, 2017 8:58 AM
To: Ulmer, Eli J. <eulmer@nd.gov>
Cc: Wingerter, Jim <jwingerter@mt.gov>; Jagoda, Paul <pjagoda@mt.gov>
Subject: RE: Rumble Strip Tolerances
CAUTION: This email originated from an outside source. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you know they are safe.
Eli,
The driving factor was misaligned or crooked rumble strips that did not consistently match the
detailed drawing or were not parallel to the pavement markings. It was less of a problem on reconstruct jobs with a full survey. It was mostly encountered on mill and fill’s or rumble strip only
projects, where the contractor was responsible for pavement marking and rumble strip layout and
survey.
Pavement markings must be placed within the spec below (taken from 620.03.2)

Apply the markings to within ± ¼-inch (6 mm) of the specified width. Apply the
centerline and shoulder lines within 0.30 feet (90 mm) of the true line. Ensure the stripe
does not deviate by more than 0.15-foot in 500 feet (45 mm in 150 m).
Apply all other markings (words, symbols, stop bars, crosswalks, hash marks, and
others) within 0.25 feet (75 mm) of the location marked by the Project Manager.
Apply words, symbols, letters, and/or numeral pavement markings free of gaps and fully
solid.
The Project Manager will determine the accuracy of the applied markings.
Remove and replace out of specification pavement markings as directed at Contractor
expense.
401.03.24
Establish a control line and locate the rumble strips on the shoulder 6 inches (150 mm)
outside of the travel lane
This gives us a means to reject the rumble strips that are out of tolerance and require replacement
or at least a reduction in payment. I haven’t seen shoulder rumble strips out of spec in several years,
so it seemed to work.
We have recently let several district wide centerline rumble-strip that were approximately 600 miles
long. We had a few issues with the rumble strip not being centered over the existing stripe. We are
in the process of modifying the language on the CLRS spec to reflect this. We’ll probably require the
Centerline rumble strip to be centered over the existing pavement marking with a tolerance or 3”.
If you need additional information please call or email me.
Sincerely,
Matt Collingwood
Montana Department of Transportation
Construction Bureau
(406) 556 4708

From: Jagoda, Paul
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 11:17 AM
To: Collingwood, Matthew <mcollingwood@mt.gov>
Cc: Wingerter, Jim <jwingerter@mt.gov>; Jagoda, Paul <pjagoda@mt.gov>
Subject: FW: Rumble Strip Tolerances

Matt,
Please answer Eli’s below questions.
Thanks, Paul.

Paul Jagoda, PE
Construction Engineering Services Bureau
(406) 444-2413
Montana Dept. of Transportation
2701 Prospect Avenue
PO Box 201001
Helena, MT 59620

From: Ulmer, Eli J. [mailto:eulmer@nd.gov]
Sent: Friday, May 26, 2017 10:48 AM
To: Jagoda, Paul <pjagoda@mt.gov>
Subject: Rumble Strip Tolerances
Paul,
My name is Eli Ulmer and I work in the Technical Services section at the NDDOT. I’m currently
looking into transverse tolerances for the placement of rumble strips. In my research, I’ve found the
MDT has the most focused specifications for those tolerances which I found in your spec book in
section 401.03.24 and Table 401-5. I have just a few questions about MDT’s specifications on
rumble strips:
1. What was the driving factor for developing the tolerance specification? (Was contractor

alignment a major issue?)
2. What happened after the specifications where implemented? (Did the Contractors have to

be deducted/correct misaligned rumble strips or did the alignment issues go away?)
Thanks for your help.

Eli Ulmer
Transportation Engineer
ETS – Technical Services
Office: 701-328-4432
eulmer@nd.gov
nddot75
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Meeting Date

Decision Required

Agenda Item Number

Submitted by
Lyle Landstrom - Fargo

Information Only

Discussion Time

Topic/Problem Statement: Base nuts loosening on 40 and 50 ft. light standards
Background Information: They commonly loosen up requiring frequent re-tightening.
Points of Discussion: Requiring frequent inspection and re-torqueing. Inspection and retightening
are not always easy or practical when seasonal limitations result in the work being performed within
a few months and both tasks subject people to potential electrical hazards. The necessary tools for
some standards are not commonly available. It’s easy to have an inspection policy in place but
harder to implement. The current method of construction the NDDOT has used for years isn’t
working and the department should investigate alternate solutions.
Recommendation/Comments: Investigate different methods/types of tightening the base bolt and
nut combination. This would include: fine thread, toothed shear washers, using thread lock as an
initial lubricant to obtain proper torque, and other ideas. See NASA Document page 100:
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19950018571.pdf Consider using a
contractor bolt tightening checklist. See MnDOT Study:
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/reports/2018/201827.pdf and
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/TS/2018/201827TS.pdf Minnesota has 20% of them loose
at any given time. My experience tells me that NDDOT is within the same percentage, or more.
Or, try to reduce the harmonic vibration caused by wind (wind induced Aeolian vibration) with a
vibration dampener installed inside the pole. This is recommended by some manufacturers for
poles over 25’ tall.

Management Review
Concur in Recommendations

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comments

Include in Division Operations Manual:
Assigned to:

________________________________
Signature

________________________

Date

AGC SPECIFICATIONS COMMITTEE– ISSUES SUBMITTAL FORM
Date Submitted
6/17/2019
Submitted By
Ken Russell
Spec Committee Meeting Date
July 17, 2019

Agenda Item Number
001

Decision Required

Discussion Time

DOT Specification
Section Number:

Information Only

704.03 A General

Background
Information:

Revisit of February 2017 MASH discussions with the NDDOT:
Temporary work zone devices, including portable barriers,
(include past project
manufactured after December 31, 2019, must have been successfully
experiences as
illustration, if possible) tested to the 2016 edition of MASH. Such devices manufactured on or
before this date, and successfully tested to NCHRP Report 350 or the
2009 edition of MASH, may continue to be used throughout their
normal service lives.

Suggested Solution:

The AGC would like to be in the discussions of what the useful
service life is for a temporary sign support as this is a significant cost
burdon to the contractor and to the NDDOT. The useful service life of
a sign support is much longer than the useful life of a sign.

AGC Spec Committee Review
Concur on Issue & Suggested Solutions
Comments (if necessary)

Yes

No

Date Submitted to DOT Spec Committee
DOT Spec Committee Review
Concur on Issue & Agree to Meeting Discussion
Comments (if necessary)
1

Yes

No

Transportation Industry Spec Committee
List Committee Actions (include date, summary of action taken, resolution, etc.):

2

NDDOT Specification Committee Meeting
Topic Submittal

Submittal Date
5/21/19

Submitted by
Justin Oss

Topic/Problem Statement:
DOT Specification
Section Number:
Background Information :

Penalty for not meeting Concrete Gradations
550

(Attach additional information if
necessary)

Suggested Solution:

Actions to Date:

Meeting Date

NDDOT current specs require two failing aggregate
gradations tests in a row for concrete pavement prior to
shutting down the paving operation until a passing gradation
is produced by the plant. In the meantime, contractors
continue to pave as per plan without any consequence.
What is the background as to why we don’t have any price
deducts for a certain lot of material being out of spec as we
do for other defined gradation items?
Assess some sort of deduct for material being out of spec as
we do for 302, 430, etc. bid items

NDDOT Specification Committee Meeting
Topic Submittal

Submittal Date
5/21/19

Submitted by
Justin Oss

Topic/Problem Statement:

Ride spec for new concrete paving adjacent to existing that
is to remain
550

DOT Specification
Section Number:
Background Information :

(Attach additional information if
necessary)

Suggested Solution:

Actions to Date:

Meeting Date

The urban area of Fargo has seen multiple projects that have
a widening based design of arterial roadways. Our concrete
ride spec does not change based on all new paving or
paving adjacent to existing pavement. The past has shown
that it is impossible to meet our ride specs on the first pave
adjacent to concrete that is to remain and is out of spec
regarding ride score.
Reduced ride spec for new concrete adjacent to existing
pavement. Perhaps the contractor should be responsible for
profiling the existing concrete and the new pavement’s score
cannot be worse than existing prior to deducts?

AGC SPECIFICATIONS COMMITTEE– ISSUES SUBMITTAL FORM
Date Submitted
6/26/2019
Submitted By
Ted Billadeau - Mayo Const
Spec Committee Meeting Date
July 2019
AGC Spec Committee Issue Number
19-002
DOT Specification
Section Number:

109.04D Prompt Payment

Background
Information:

Section 109.04D outlines that when a contractor gets paid they have
no more than 20 days to pay their subs and suppliers. If payment is
withheld without just cause, interest will begin accruing on day 21.

(include past project
experiences as
illustration, if possible)

What the spec does not say is the owner shall pay the contractor on a
timely basis also.
We have had several subcontractors who have completed work and
have waited several months before the next estimate is processed
and payment is made by the owner.
Some delays are without just cause to not process an estimate for
payment.

Suggested Solution:

Add a line that states the owner shall process a pay estimate and pay
promptly (max of 20 days) from acceptable installation or interest shall
begin accruing on day 21.

Actions to Date:

1

AGC SPECIFICATIONS COMMITTEE– ISSUES SUBMITTAL FORM
Date Submitted
07-02-19
Submitted By
Ted Billadeau - Mayo
Spec Committee Meeting Date
July 2019
AGC Spec Committee Issue Number
19-003
DOT Specification
Section Number:

430.04 H.3 Mix Temperature Requirements

Background
Information:

430.04.H.3. Mix Temperature Requirements.
Discharge mix from the mixer with a temperature no higher than the
(include past project
bituminous material manufacturer’s recommendation. If there are no
experiences as
illustration, if possible) recommendations on maximum mix temperature, discharge mix with
a maximum temperature of 300°F.

Suggested Solution:

AC has been evolving over the years such as the polimer modified
binders. We have found the higher grades of polimer modified AC
have to be heated up higher and compacted sooner as the set up
time is shorter than the average traditional binders.
Has Materials and Research entered into any studies on the
Maximum working temperatures of the modified products?
The suppliers ship AC from the their plants at 330°F, so why the
300°F limit on mix.

Actions to Date:

1

